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This study attempts to present an abridge survey of the accounting
system of a gigantic, multimillion-dollar company. The annual report,
which the stockholders and the public see, is composed of various informa
tion, among which is found the balance sheet and income statement. But
what makes up the figures in these financial statements? What methods or
procedures are used in arriving at these figures.
An attempt will be made to answer these questions and others by a
brief analysis of the accounting system that is installed at the Internation
al Harvester Company.
In Chapter I, the importance of an accounting system and some overall
pertinent facts about the International Harvester Company are given.
Chapter II deals with the accounting system proper, that is, it contains
some of the accounts, ledgers, journals, and business papers used in the
International Harvester Company. Chapter II deals with the sales and
collection system. Chapter IV deals with the purchase and payment system.
Chapter ¥ briefly explains the timekeeping and payroll system. Chapter VI
deals with the production and cost system. Finally, Chapter VII contains
the summation of the findings of the accounting system surveyed at the In
ternational Harvester Company. Also, an appendix is attached at the end of
the report for a better understanding and explanation of some of the material
used in the study.
The author gratefully acknowledges the permission given to him by
various employees of the International Harvester Company at the head office
ilL
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to make use of the various accounting manuals, photocopying machines,




THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
There is no single widely accepted definition of the term "accounting
system," but the following definition should help one to arrive at a working
understanding of what the term generally encompasses.
The accounting system is the means by which the management of an
entity accomplishes the collecting, processing, and reporting of
the essential data that reflect the results of the operations
carried out under its direction and supervision. The accounting
system includes the forms, records, procedures, and devices
utilized in recording, summarizing, and reporting the operating
and financial data required by management for its own use in con
trolling the activities for which it is responsible and for pre
sentation to interested parties outside the business entity.^
The principal activity within the accounting system is the processing
of dataj indeed the system as a whole may be looked upon as a complex data
processor. Various devices ranging upward from simple adding machines
have long been used to handle segments of the data processing activities,
and with the development of more advanced machines, increasingly large
segments of accounting systems have become mechanized. Electronic com
puters represent a major advance in this direction and, in many instances,
they can be used to handle aH phases of a complete section of an account
ing system without human intervention.
If an accounting system is to be of maximum value to management,
control considerations should enter into every phase of the design of the
Francis E. Moore and Howard F. Stettler, Accounting Systems for
Management Control (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.), p.U.
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system. Control exercised through accounting reports is, of course, a
major factor since the form and substance in which final information is
desired determine what data will be introduced into the system and how such
data will be processed.
Since reports to management are a key factor in control, the reports
and the related processing of data are a focal point in the critical analysis
of any accounting system. A well-desigied accounting system should produce
reports that fulfill as nearly as possible the needs of the recipient for
information about the operations under his control or responsibility. The
reports should offer bases for comparison of current period reported results
with budgets, standards, and results of prior periods. The processing of
data for reports should be carried out in a minimum of time, since the
"freshness" of reported information is vital to its usefulness. &Lso, the
resulting figures should be accurate, and checks and balances incorporated
into the system as a means of providing the desired accuracy.
A compelling and dominating consideration is that the necessary pro
cessing of data to produce complete, timely, and accurate reports should be
accomplished at minimum cost. Factors in minimizing cost include the design
of forms, the development of efficient procedures, and whenever feasible, the
use of mechanical and electronic devices. Also data introduced into the
system should be properly authorized in order to establish the origin of all
transactions and to fix responsibility for the operating results. Finally,
a well-designed system should afford adequate protection of company assets
against losses from carelessness or dishonesty by both employees and out
siders.
SOME FACTS ABOUT THE INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY
Many people still think of International Harvester as a world leader
in the manufacture of farm equipment.1 This is true. Yet it presents an
outdated image of IH operations.
Today, it manufactures the most complete line of motor trucks in the
world. It is third in the total world production of motor trucks and it
is the world leader in production and sale of heavy-duty trucks. It is
second in world production of construction equipment. In fact, the Inter
national Sarthmovers are being used on some of the most ambitious construction
projects ever undertaken by man.
It produces steel and related products for the commercial market as
well as for its own use.
It does a sizable business in both gasoline and diesel engines and
also markets a complete line of marine engines. In addition, the Solar
Division in California is engaged in the development and manufacturing of
gas turbine engines, aerospace equipment and specialized industrial products.
So one can readily see that IH is a busy, growing, diversified company,
with an exceptionally broad base of operations — one that includes sub
sidiaries having plants in many foreign countries. Putting it another way,
one can say that IH is an overwhelmingly automotive company — with 80 percent
of its sales accounted for by products that are self-propelled, that travel
on wheels or tracks, and generally get their power from engines that IH
designs • and produces. Of all the companies in the world that cut up metal
"Careers for College Graduates at International Harvester College,11
International Harvester Press (September, 1963), p.l*. Also see Appendix A,
P
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and fashion it into various machines, the International Harvester is among
the top ten in size.
Following is a brief comment about the products produced by the
International Harvester Company:
International Trucks: The sale of motor trucks accounts for almost
half of the company's volume. It now manufactures models in every gross
weight and power range for both off-road and over-the-highway services.
Farm Equipment: International Harvester continues to lead the in
dustry in world sales of farm equipment and mobile industrial equipment.
The company has maintained this lead since its incorporation in l°02.
Construction Equipments International construction equipment is
changing the face of the earth. Off-highway haulers, scrapers, loaders
and crawler tractors bearing the International name can be found at work
on highway, bridge and dam construction projects throughout the world. In
addition, the construction equipment division builds engines for driving
many types of equipment.
Wisconsin Steel: Wisconsin Steel Works in Chicago produces a great
part of the steel used to build International products. Wisconsin Steel
Division's ore boats keep its busy plant aupplied with raw materials and
the Benham Coal Mine supplies high-grade metallurgical coal to "Wisconsin
Steel.
Solar Divisions Solar produces gas turbine engines, components for
the aerospace industry and specialized industrial products.
Truly worldwide in its scope, IH subsidiary companies operate 23
plants abroad with selling subsidiaries in many parts of the world. Except
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for a few instances, the foreign companies are manned by citizens of the
countries in which they are located. Foreign sales have been averaging
almost 30 percent of the total sales and the company looks forward confid
ently to an expanding world market for its products.
On home ground, more than 6,500 ih dealers and distributors in the
United States have helped increase the total sales by an average of about
6.5 percent a year for the last 25 years.
Much of the credit for IH continued sales growth must be given to
its engineering, technical, market and related staff personnel, who develop
and introduce new and improved products into the highly competitive market
areas in which it operates.
This constant increase in sales means increase in profit, increase
in dividend payments, increase in expansion, and — overall — a developing,
prosperous company.
How does the International Harvester Company maintain control over
its vast operations? What are the methods or procedures it uses?
The answer to the first question is through its accounting system
that has been developed or installed in the company.
Through its accounting system, which is the subject of this study and
will be explained concisely in the following chapters, the International
Harvester Company translates its managerial policies into action.
The answer to the second question is that the policies and established
procedures are set forth in the management manuals of the International
Harvester Company.
In general, these manuals set forth the basic philosophies and object-
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ives of the company, stated in a management creed, the general policies
to serve as guides in achieving these basic objectives, the organization
of the concern, supported by indication of the duties and responsibilities
associated with each position in the organization, and the prescribed prac
tices and procedures, supported by copies of business forms utilized in
carrying out the work that is involved.
Because of the importance of budgeting and its wide effect on an
segments of a business, a separate section on this subject is usually in
cluded in a company manual. Such a section exists at the International
Harvester Company.
This section of the manual: (1) states concisely and officially the
objectives and policies of management in formulating its budget program;
(2) sets forth a complete picture of the budgeting process — the planning,
preparation procedures and control instituted to develop budget details,
and the manner in which the individual pieces are fitted together; (3) de
fines the responsibilities of each task involved in the preparation and
assembly of budget data; (U) indicates the follow-up to be taken as the
result of comparisons of budget data with actual results; and (5) serves as
a reference in answering questions that may arise concerning the budget pro
cess, as a means of acquainting all employees with the budget process, re
gardless of whether or not they play any part in budget preparation.
The Accounting Manual, which deals with the core of the accounting
system, is more extensive than any other manual. It contains a list of
all financial statements and reports showing the date on which each is sche
duled to be completed and who is responsible for its preparation, and a list
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of all general ledger accounts and of some of the subsidiary ledgers, such
as the factory ledger. Such a list is generally referred to as a chart of
accounts and its purpose is to show account titles and code numbers for
various accounts. Supporting the chart of accounts is an explanation of
the function of each account, that is, a general description of the purpose
of the account. It also contains a list of reports and returns required by
governmental agencies, trade associations, and others, showing due dates, who
is to prepare the reports, and other pertinent information.
The accounting manual also shows a list of the books of account, that
is, ledger, journals, and auxiliary records. It also contains instructions
that show who is responsible for each record, where it is located, and pre
cautions to be exercised, such as limiting access to the record to authorized
persons or storing it in a fireproof vault, the source of entries to the
record, and the use to be made of data developed in the record. It has a
pro forma listing of standard journal entries which are to be made at regu
lar intervals, supplemented by an explanation of the purpose of each entry
and the source of the data for the entry, with year-end adjusting and closing
entries also included.
Significantly, the manual contains a full description of all accounting
procedures and the use of related forms — some procedures, such as the pre
paration of standard journal entries and bank reconciliations, are the sole
responsibility of the accounting department; other procedures concern records
or data originating in other departments, such as accounting for material
requisitions or the allocation of electrical power charges on the basis of
meter readings supplied by manufacturing or maintenance personnel. Still
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other procedures involve the joint efforts of accounting personnel and
others — for example, physical inventory procedures when counting is to
be done by teams composed of both accounting and operating department re
presentatives. Finally, the accounting manual contains miscellaneous iri-
formation, such as a schedule of depreciation rates, a list of all bank
accounts and names of officials authorized to sign checks, a list of approved
vendors from whom purchases may be made, or a list of all forms and an in
dication of where they are used.
In the following chapters, I will attempt to briefly explain the
accounting system that the International Harvester Company has installed
with respect to its works. A works is a manufacturing plant within a divi
sion. A division is the managerial echelon of "the works. In turn, the
division is responsible to executive management at the head office.
CHAPTER II
A. SURVEY OF THE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM PROPER
CLASSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS
A chart of accounts is a listing of the numbers and names of ledger
accounts in tabular form. It is the medium by which the classification
of accounts is brought into action in classifying account data. The chart
adopted will serve to control the ledger arrangement, the columnar headings
of the books of original entry, and the classification of data to be collect
ed in the auxiliary records and printed forms.
The following is a partial listing of a chart of accounts, including
the account numbers and codes, used by some of the works of the International
Harvester Company:






Accounts Receivable - outsiders
Accounts Receivable - Sales and
Distribution
Freight Claims
Accounting Manual ~ International Harvester Company Manufacturing



























































Accounts Payable - outsiders
Stores - Production Material
Freight Suspense - Company
Calendar Adjustment — Inventory
Work in Process - Material
Work in Process - Labor
Work in Process - Direct overhead
Fixed assets Capitalized - tool and
pattern equipment
Amortization - Tool and current
year equipment
Amortization - Tool and prior
year equipment
Pallets - Works standard at cost
Fixed Assets Capitalized - other
Sales of Collaterals
Freight - Motor truck destination
charges paid
Cash Discounts on Sales
Selling and Administrative Expense
Investment Credits on Capitalized
Assets
In addition to the foregoing accounts, the following accounts are used
mainly in the manufacturing operations:
Accounting Manual — The International Harvester Company Manufactur
ing Operations, Operating Ledger - Account Definition. I (October. 1965),







Allowance for Operating Conditions









Repair and Maintenance of Land Improvements
Repair and Maintenance of Buildings and Building Equipment
Repair and Maintenance of Machinery and Auxiliary Equipment







































Depreciation and Amortization 62
Taxes - Real Estate and Personal Property 63
Taxes - Sales and Use= 61+
Rent of Land and Buildings 67
Rent of Office Equipment 68
Overhead Services by General Office 6°
Amortization of Facilities for Special Orders 71
Tooling and Pattern Equipment for Suppliers 7I4
Vacation Pay for Wage Earners 75
Holiday Pay for Wage Earners 76
Taxes - FICA and Unemployment 77
Employee Plans 75
Product Testing 79
Salaries Excluding all Premiums 80
Overtime Premiums Paid Salaried Employees 8l
Distribution of Machines and Attachments 85
Material Handling 88
Data Processing Service Fees 89
Office Supplies o2
Traveling o2
Hired Shop Services 03
Hired Medical Services 05
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Accounts Account Mo.
Hired Office Services 96
Labor Union Expense 97
Miscellaneous Expense 98
Services Received and Rendered 99
The foregoing list of accounts,which are divisional, are mainly used
in the manufacturing operations of the International Harvester Company.
At the end of the fiscal year, these divisional or manufacture oper
ating accounts are merged with the nondivisional general ledger accounts to
form of make up the financial statements prepared by the company at the end
of the fiscal year.




Suspense - Accounts Receivable 10700
Reserve for Doubtful Accounts 12001
Advances to Subsidiary 13010
Freight Claims lil300
Reserve for Freight Claims II46OO
Inventory - Raw Materials 16001
Inventory - Work in Process 16010
Inventory - Finished Goods 16020
Investment - (Stock) subsidiaries 2001C0
1 International Harvester Company - Nondivisional Instructions, Nondiv-
isional Ledger - Account Explanations (April 1, 196U).
Account
Fixed Assets - Building and Equipment
Suspense - Fixed Assets - Work
Fixed Assets - Suspense - Nondivisional
Fixed Assets - Depreciation:on building and equipment
Fixed Assets - land
Insurance Prepaid
Subordinate Debentures - Expenses deferred
Reserve for Deferred Charges
Unamortized Goodwill
Notes Receivable
Notes Receivable - Reserve far Loss
Patents and Trademarks
Suspense - Other Assets
Notes Payable
Accounts Payable - Trade
Suspense - Accounts Payable
Suspense - Accounts Payable
Vouchers Audited
Payroll Liability
Checks Outstanding - Dividends
Dividends Uhdeliverable
Taxes Accrued - Federal Income and Excess Profits
Deferred Compensation - Stock





























Notes Payable - Long term
Deferred Credits - Federal Income Taxes
Capital Stock - Preferred
Preferred Stock - Treasury
Suspense - Met Worth
Capital Stock - Common
Farm Equipment Division Control
Construction Equipment Division Control
Motor Truck Division Control
Steel Division Control




Cost of Sales - Combined
Rents Collected - combined
Interest Earned - Combined
Gain or Loss on Sale of Securities - Combined
Dividends Received from Subsidiary Companies - Combined
Taxes and Dividends, Interest and Other - Combined























The foregoing is an abridged listing of accounts used in the Inter
national Harvester Company. It should be noted that the first list of
accounts has code numbers. This is called group classification code. A.
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code is a plan by which numbers or letters of the alphabet, or a combina
tion of numbers and letters, can be assigned to a previously arranged class
ification. Codes are a convenient device for identifying and distinguish
ing the items in a classification.
Also, the classification and coding of accounts facilitate the econ
omical preparation of financial statements and reports, aid in adequate
budgetary control, in that previous years can be compared with the current
year, indicate the extent to which subsidiary ledgers and associated control
accounts are to be incorporated in the systems, indicate the extent to which
special books and records are to be maintained for the company's branch offices
or divisions, indicate the extent to which machine accoung is to become part
of the general accounting pattern, and, finally, the recognition of the
principles of internal control — the desired control of the company's opera
tions, transactions and assets.
The International Harvester Company uses various ledgers, journals and
business papers.
On the manufacturing or works level, the company or division uses the
General Ledger, Operating Ledger, and Job Order Ledger. The foregoing vari
ous ledgers are merged at the end of the fiscal year with nondivisional gen
eral ledger accounts kept at the head office in Chicago, Illinois.
In order to obtain a good understanding of the type of journals and
business papers used in the International Harvester Company, one would have
to consider the annual closing statements of forms sent to the head office
by the works.




1-A Analysis of Material Adjustment
1-C Material Handling and Distribution Expense
2 General Ledger Balance
3 Stores Inventory
h-A Work in Process Inventory
k-B Machines and Attachments Inventory
k-B Supplement - Machines & Attach.Inventory
k-C Service Parts Inventory
k-D Collaterals Inventory
S> District Office Inventory - Machines & Attachments (MT works only)
9 Annual General Ledger Settlement
10 Analysis of Manufacturing Costs
11 Salesof Collateral & Miscellaneous
11-A Analysis of Miscellaneous Sales for Defense










Summary of Shipments of Machines, Attachments and Features
Operating Expense
Miscellaneous Expense, Account 98
Services Received and Rendered, Account 99
Other Fixed Assets Expense, Account kS
Royalty Payable, Account 2I4.6
Job Order Carry-Over
Engineering Expenditures
Twine Production and Shipments




























Forging Cost - Adjusted (Louisville Only)
Twine Cost - Adjusted
Outstanding Obligations
Cost of Shipments - Special Defense Products
Statement of Inventory Planning
Cost or Market Value of Overhead
Cost of Market Value of Rough Castings at Foundry
Advice of Rough Casting Hates to Receiving Operations
Cost or Market VaLue of Rough Castings at Factory
Cost or Market Value of Collateral Shipments
Advice of Collateral Rates to Receiving Operations
Advice of Interworks Unit Values to Receiving Operations
Labor Reported as Material in Product Costs and Expenses
Vacation Pay Liability, Account 2h3
Analysis of Inventory at Cost for Insurance
Federal and State Payroll Taxes
Medical, Industrial Accident & Protection Expense
Plant Protection Expense
Payments to Suppliers
Inventory of Other works Products for ixport Shipment
Repairs and Maintenance Expense
Statements not Submitted
Operating Conditions




81 Insurance and Statistical Data
82 Property for Tax Purposes
83 Depreciation & Amortization on Current Year's Additions &
Machine Tool Rebuilding
8U Used Equipment Qualified for Investment Credit
85 Investment Credits on Current Year's Additions & Machine Tool
Rebuilding
89 Final Verification List - Fixed Assets
90 Cost to Rebuild Machine Tools
91 Additions - Fixed Assets: Preliminary (No cards required)




95 Sales - Fire Losses - Donations
96 Abandoned
91 Works Adjustments
99 General Office Adjustments
Set No.l Record Cards far Forms 90 through 99 x 7
Set No.l and No.2 Record Cards for Property Classification
No .1*2 of Form 89
A Brief Explanation About Some of the Accounts
A chart of accounts is merely a list of the accounts used by
ajiy particular company. From these accounts financial statements and reports
are prepared. But what kind of data make up these accounts. Uhat method of
procedure does one follow in computing or arriving at the ultimate information
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desired by management in dealing with the chart of accounts?
In the following paragraphs an attempt will be made to explain some of
the procedures or methods used in arriving at various information that is
contained in the chart of accounts of the International Harvester Company.
The following general ledger accounts and their definitions, used
mainly by the operations or works of the IH Company, will enlighten one as
to what type of data are in these accounts.
EEDGEH CONTROL (AccountjOjfl. This account is the control of and is contra
to the balances carried in all other general ledger accounts. The balance
in this account represents the net amount of cash or its equivalent received
by the operation. The balance must be reconciled monthly by the division
with the contra amount carried in its corresponding control account. For
reconciliation and accounting purposes, report all monthly entries to this
account on Monthly General Ledger Settlement, WF-2GK. See subject 2k for
instructions on preparation and disposition of l#-20li.
Credit this account with the net amount of "Airseries invoices and
credit memorandums issued by other operations, including Advices of Entry
and Advices of Deposit issued by General Office; making contra entries to
appropriate accounts. Base this entry on WF-119, Statements of Invoices
Issued, as received from other operations and summarized on Monthly Invoice
Settlement, WF-203. See subject 102, Accounts Payable - Works and General
Office.
Where collections for sales exceed cash requirements, debit this account
with the amounts of checks issued to transfer the excess cash to GO Treasury.
Credit Account 283, Working Fund, or Account 281*, Voucher Pond.
1 Accounting Manual, op.cit., p.1-101.
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STORES - PRODUCTION MATERIAL (Account 2O1-A). This account covers the stan
dard cost of component parts and assemblies, castings, steel, and all other
raw materials required in the factory for use in the direct production of
machines, attachments, service parts, and collaterals. The account also
covers lumber, crating, cartons, and other materials necessary for packing
and shipping finished product except re-usable pallets which are chargeable
to Accounts 257-A and B, Pallets Suspense.
At the beginning of the year this account will carry the opening in
ventory valued at standard unit costs applicable to the previous year. Ad
just ttiis balance immediately to current standard costs; transferring the
difference to Account 221, Variances from Standard Cost. Make similar entries
adjusting for errors in price, count, and identity of opening inventories
whenever determined.
Debit this account with the cost of production materials approved for
payment; crediting outside purchases to Account 273, Accounts Payable, and inter-
works purchases to Account 200, Ledger Control. Revalue such materials at
standard cost; transferring the difference to Account 221, Variances from
Standard Cost.
Debit this account with the standard cost of incoming freight applicable
to the above materials; crediting Account 202-A, Freight - Production Mater
ial.
Credit this account with the standard cost value, including freight, of
materials disbursed. Debit Account 210, ¥ork in Process - Prime Material,
in the case of materials used in products, and other applicable accounts where
used for other purposes.
At the end of the fiscal year, determine the total standard cost value
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of inventories remaining on handj transferring any difference between such
amount and the balance in the account to Account 201, Work in Process -
Prime Material.
STORES - FOUNDRY MATERIAL (Account 201-C). This account covers the standard
cost of pig iron, scrap,, coke, sand, oils, and other production materials
that are regularly carried in foundry stock and used in the manufacture of
castings.
At the beginning of the year this account will carry the opening in
ventory valued at standard unit costs applicable to the previous year. Adjust
this balance immediately to current standard costs; transferring the differ
ence to Account 221, Variances from Standard Cost. Make similar entries
adjusting for errors in price, count, and identity of opening inventories
whenever determined.
Debit this account with the cost of foundry production materials ap
proved for payment} crediting Account 273, Accounts Payable. Revalue such
materials at standard cost; transferring the difference to Account 221,
Variances from Standard Cost.
Debit this account with the standard cost of incoming freight applicable
to the above materialsj crediting Account 202-C, Freight - Foundry Material.
Credit this account with the standard cost value, including applicable
freight, of materials disbursed for the production of castings; debiting
Account 210, Work in Process - Prime Material.
As of the end of the fiscal year, determine and value inventory at
standard cost. Transfer any difference between the total standard value and
the balance in the account to Account 210, Work in Process - Prime Material.
STORES - TWINE MATERIAL (Account 201-D). This account covers the cost of
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twine oil, paper bags, paper cartons, ball wrappers, repellent, and other
materials that are regularly carried in twine mills stock and used for the
production of twine.
At the beginning of the season this account will carry the opening
inventory at the previous year's cost value.
Debit this account with the actual cost of twine materials approved
for paymentj crediting Account 273, Accounts Payable.
Where the cost of freight per unit is of sufficient importance to make
it practicable, debit this account; crediting Account 202-D, Freight - Twine
Material.
Debit this account with the standard cost of unloading and storing twine
materials; crediting Account 260-B, Unloading jiSrpense - Twine Materials Exclud
ing Fiber.
Credit this account monthly with the cost value, including applicable
freight and unloading charges, of material used in production; debiting Account
210, Work in Process - Prime Material.
At the close of the season inventory should be taken and valued at
cost. Transfer any difference between this value and the balance in Account
201-D to Account 210, Work in Process - Prime Material, and include in final
twine costs.
CLEARING ACCOUNT (Account 2QU). This account is provided for use only where
required in clearing charges and credits for materials, freight, services, and
miscellaneous items to various operating and ledger accounts. The account
may be required where the number of accounts affected is greater than the
number of columns available in distribution journals. It may be required
also for clearing direct purchases of materials and supplies which are not
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regularly handled and controlled in works stores.
Debit or credit this account with the amount to be cleared; making contra
entries to Account 223, Accounts Receivable; Account 273, Accounts Payable;
Account 283, Working Fund; Account 232, Cash xieceipts; etc.
INVENTORY - MACHIHES (Account 206-A). This account covers the inventory of
finished machines, including attachments and features, at standard cost.
At the beginning of the year this account will carry the opening machine
inventory valued at standard unit costs applicable to the previous year.
Revalue this inventory at current standard cost, transferring the difference
to Account 221, Variances from Standard Cost. Make similar adjusting entries
whenever errors are determined in price, count, and identity of opening in
ventories.
Debit this account with the actual cost of finished products purchased
from subsidiaries and outsiders; crediting Account 273, Accounts Payable.
Where appropriate revalue such products at standard cost; transferring the dif
ference to Account 221, Variances from Standard Cost.
Debit this account with the standard cost of finished machines produced;
crediting work in process accounts.
Credit this account with the standard cost of finished product returned
to work in process; debiting the work in process accounts.
Credit this account with the standard cost of finished products sold to
works or disposed other than by shipment to the territory, less returns; de
biting the proper accounts.
Credit this account with the cost of net shipments of finished machines;
debiting Account 220-A, Cost of Shipments - Machines, leaving a balance in this
account representing the standard cost value of finished machines remaining in
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inventory,
INVENTORY - COLLATERALS (Account 206-D). This account covers the standard
cost of inventory of finished collaterals, consisting of component parts of
units regularly produced for sale to other works, subsidiary companies, and
outsiders. Works should use this account where there are substantial quanti
ties of unshipped or unbilled collaterals in inventory. Other works may by
pass this account, transferring costs of production directly to Account 220-D,
Cost of Shipments - Collaterals.
At the beginning of the year this account will carry the opening in
ventory valued at standard unit costs applicable to the previous year. SB-
value this inventory at current standard costs, transferring the difference to
Account 221, Variances from Standard Cost. Make similar adjusting entries
whenever errors are determined in price, count, and identity of opening invent
ories.
Debit this account with the standard cost of collaterals delivered to
the warehouse, less the amounts of scrap or other parts returned to work in
process; crediting work in process accounts.
Credit this account with the standard cost of collaterals shipped; debit
ing Account 220-D, Cost of Shipments - Collaterals.
CALENDAR ADJUSTMENT - INVENTORY (Account 208-A). This account covers the
estimated amounts of production and distribution cost incurred, but not dis
tributed to the accounts regularly provided, during the period between the end
of the payroll month and the end of the regular calendar month.
Debit this account with the estimated amount of wages and salaries earned
during this period in the performance of work of any nature that will ultimate
ly be charged to work in process accounts. Credit Account 208-E, Calendar
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Adjustments - Accounts Payable.
Debit this account with the amounts of material and services chargeable
directly to operating accounts for overhead and material handling and distri
bution from the invoice register but which were withheld from distribution to
such accounts during this period. Credit Account 273, Accounts Payable, or
where used, Account 20U, Clearing Account.
Reverse all entries to this account at the beginning of each month and
include the various items in the regular distributions to the respective oper
ating, job order, and general ledger accounts.
WORK IN PHOCESS - MATERIAL (Account 210). This account covers the standard
material value of all production materials used in the manufacture of machines,
attachments, features, twine, service parts and collaterals. Subdivide this
account, as necessary, to control material costs applicable to various major
cost centers such as factory, forge shop, andfoundry. Determine material
costs at standard amounts for individual piece parts by applying standard
prices to standard designs, specifications, and usage. Allocate such costs
to products based on standard bills of material.
At the beginning of the year this account will carry the material cost
of opening inventory valued at standard unit prices applicable to the previous
year. Adjust this balance immediately to current year's standard costs$ trans
ferring the difference to Account 221, Variances from Standard Cost. Make
similar entries adjusting for errors in price, count and identity of opening
inventories whenever determined.
Debit this account with the standard cost of all raw materials and com
ponent parts or assemblies which entered directly into the product manufactur-
ed| crediting Account 201-A, Stores - Production Material; Account 201-C,
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Stores - Foundry Materialj and Account 201-D, Stores - Twine Material.
Debit or credit this account with standard amounts of prime adjustments
applied to material costs for steel, casings, etc., to cover scrap losses and
excess over rough weight in prime less salvage valuej making contra entry to
Account 211, Work in Process - Material Adjustments.
COST OF SHIPMiaiTS - MACHINES (Account 220-A). This account covers the standard
cost of finished machines, attachments, and features shipped to customers,
districts, transfers, branches, and stores in the United States, to Internation
al Harvester Company of Canada, Ltd., and to domestic or foreign subsidiaries.
Debit this account with the standard manufacturing cost of net quantities
of finished product shipped to the territoryj crediting Account 206-A, Inventory -
Machines.
i/tfhere material handling and distribution expense is excluded from the
standard manufacturing cost of machine inventories, debit this account with the
standard amount applicable to machines shipped; crediting Account 21U, Work in
Process - Material Handling and Distribution, and Account 215, Work in Process -
General Overhead.
At the end of the fiscal year in the final closing journal entry, trans
fer the balance in this account to Account 200, Ledger Control.
VARIANCES FROM STANDARD COST (Account 221). This account covers cost variances,
losses, and other special charges or credits which are excluded from the stan
dard costs of regular products in closing inventories and shipments.
Debit or credit this account with variances between costs carried in
the accounts covering opening inventories and the value of such inventories
at current year's standard cost. Make contra entries to the inventory accounts.
Report such variances resulting from changes in standard prices and rates sep-
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arately from variances due to errors in count, price and identity.
Debit or credit this account with variances between the actual cost of
production and the value of production at standard costs; making contra
entries to the accounts carrying such costs.
At the end of the fiscal year, in the final closing journal entry, trans
fer the balance in this account to Account 200, Ledger Control.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - OUTSIDERS (Account 223-D). This account covers the net
amount receivable from outsiders and domestic subsidiary companies for the
value of goods, services, and miscellaneous items billed on "D" series in
voices and credit memorandums for which the works will make collection. Also
see subject 121, Accounts Receivable - Domestic Customers.
Debit this account with the amount of "D" series invoices issued;
crediting collateral billings to Account 230, Sales of Collaterals, the cost
of all other billings to the inventory or other account carrying the charge
and differences, if any, for the latter to Account 231, Gain or Loss on Mis
cellaneous Sales.
Credit this account with the amount of llD" series credit memorandums
issued; reversing the above entries for invoice corrections and debiting the
proper ledger accounts for transfers of credit balances.
Credit this account with the amount of collections made in cash; debit
ing Account 232, Cash Received.
Credit this account with the amount of cash discounts allowed to custo
mers and deducted from their cash settlements; debiting Account 27^-B, Cash
Discounts on Sales.
Credit or debit this account with the amount of "D" series invoices or
credit memorandums for which collection or payment is made by means of voucher
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checksj making contra entry to Account 273, Accounts Payable.
SALES OF COLLATERALS (Account 230). This account covers sales of collaterals,
consisting of component parts or units regularly produced for other works, sub
sidiary companies, and outsiders. It covers sales as collaterals of components
for special defense products manufactured for other works and outsiders under
government subcontracts. It also covers the credit entry for finished com
ponents transferred from one cost center to another.
CASH RECEIVED (Account 232). This account covers cash received in any form
and for any reason.
Debit this account with cash received^ crediting the account for which
payment is made.
Credit this account with deposits in the bankj debiting Account 283,
Working Fund, or Account 2&k, Voucher Fund.
JOB ORDER LEDGER (Account 255). This account controls entries made to the
subsidiary record known as the Job Order Ledger. The total of balances in
the individual job order accounts carried in that ledger should at all times
agree with the balance in this account.
Use the job order accounts for the control of all expenditures subject
to appropriation, for special defense products, for other specialjob costs, for
obtaining additional details related to regularly provided accounts,, and for
special situations where no regular account is provided. Refer to subject
61, Job Order Ledger - Account Definitions, for a complete list of accounts,
allowable charges, dispositions and classifications for expenditures to be
controlled in these accounts.
Debit and credit this account with the total amounts of material and
labor expenditures, dispositions, etc., that are entered in the various job
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order accounts; making contra entries to Account 203, Payroll Liability,
Account 201-A, Stores - Production Material, and other appropriate accounts.
PALLETS - WORKS STANDARD AT COST (Account 2g7-A). This account covers the
cost of works standard wood pallets purchased during the year.
Debit this account with the cost of pallets purchased; crediting
Account 273, Accounts Payable.
At the end of the fiscal year, in the final closing journal entry, trans
fer the balance in this account to Account 200, Ledger Control.
Purchases of pallets will usually be from regular pallet suppliers.
In unusual instances purchases of pallets, together with material, may be from
other suppliers. However, record all purchases of new apllets in this account.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE (Account 273). This account covers net amounts payable to
outside suppliers and subsidiaries (other than IH Co. of Canada) for materials
and services, to carriers for freight, and to others, such as banks, credit
unions and labor unions.
Credit this account with amounts approved for payment, after adjustment
for miscellaneous invoices issued by the operation; debiting appropriate ac
counts with materials or services.
Debit this account with invoices issued by the operation that were in
tended for collection in cash, but which are being settled by deduction from
amounts payable; crediting Account 223-D, Accounts Receivable - Outsiders.
Debit this account with payments to carriers which are being recovered
from suppliers by deduction from amounts payable; crediting Account 202-F,
Freight Suspense - Outsiders.
Debit this account with cash discount deducted from payments; crediting
Account 27l±-A, Cash Discounts on Purchases.
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Debit this account with payments; crediting Account 28U, Voucher Fund.
WOHKINCt FUND (Account 2d3). This account covers cash in banks for use when
it is more expedient to pay by payroll or voucher fund checks, such as for
travel expense advances, refunds of employee's contributions for insurance,
membership dues, donations and c.o.d. shipments; also, where authorized by
GO Treasury for reimbursement of the Payroll Fund and for redemption of payroll
drafts. Maintain subdivisions of this account for each working fund bank
account established by GO Treasury, and identify each with the name and loca
tion of the bank. This account is either reimbursed by deposits arranged by
GO Treasury or by deposits made by the operation, as authorized by GO Treasury.
Cash received at the operation is either deposited in this account or in
Account 28U, Voucher Fund, as authorized by GO Treasury.
PAYROLL FUND (Account 28$). This account covers cash in banks for use in
payment of payrolls. Maintain subdivisions of this account of each payroll
fund bank account established by GO Treasury, and identify each with the name
and location of the bank. This account is either reimbursed by deposits
arranged by GO Treasury or by deposits made by the operation, as authorized
by GO Treasury.
PETTY CASH FUND (Account 286). This account covers currency on hand for use
in making payments too small to warrant issuance of checks unless conditions
necessitate payments of larger amounts in currency for convenience, such as
for travel expense advances and pick-up purchases. GO Treasury authorizes
the amount of the petty cash fund.
INVOICE SUSPENSE (Account 288). This account covers payments of invoices
from outside suppliers and subsidiaries (other than IH Co. of Canada) before
there is complete verification of agreement between the invoices, purchase
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documents and receipt acknowledgments. This includes payments for materials
before they are received.
Debit this account with payments of invoices that are not completely
verifiedj crediting Account 273, Accounts Payable.
Credit this account after invoices are completely verified; debiting
appropriate accounts for materials.
FIXED ASSETS CAPITALIZED - TOOLING AND PATTERN EQUIPMMT (Account 299-A).
This account covers the amounts paid for tooling and pattern equipment to be
capitalized.
Debit this account monthly with the cost of completed capital additions.
At the end of October, include all expenditures for tooling and pattern equip
ment. Where there are new plants, new buildings or major additions to build
ings, see the job order definition for possible exceptions, subject 61. Credit
the job orders used to accumulate the costs.
FIXED ASSETS CAHTALIZED - OTHER (Account 299-B). This account covers the
amounts paid for fixed assets to be capitalized, other than tooling and pattern
equipment.
Debit this account monthly with the cost of completed capital additions.
At the end of October, include costs of any facilities that are 9$ percent or
more completed.
CHAPTER III
A SURVEY OF SALES AID THE CASH COLLATING SYSTEM
SALES ORDER, SHIPPING ORDER, BILLING,
AND SALES DISTRIBUTION
The following is the policy or pr ocedure used by the International
Harvester Company in dealing with sales made by the works to domestic custo-
8
mers:
Issue invoices and credit memorandums in the following series that ap
plies to the class of charges and method of settlement.
Series "A" Invoices - USe this series, only xohere specifically directed, for
sales and other charges to be transferred to the division for settlement by
cash receipts.
Series "D» Invoices - Use this series for sales and other charges to be settled
locally by cash receipts.
Series "F" Invoices - Use this series for rejected materials, rework, adjust
ments to supplier's invoices, and any sales or other charges to be settled by
deduction from payments to suppliers.
Series "G» Invoices - Use this series for all memorandum or no charge ship
ments where the cost is chargeable to a job order or other account, or where
the item shipped will be followed on a unit basis for return.
All shipments should be covered by shipping orders detailing the goods
Accounting Manual — International Harvester Company Manufacturing
Operations, Sales Domestic Customers, II (July, 196h) Subject 2la, pp.1-6.
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shipped, method of shipment, authorizations and related data. Supplier's
invoice adjustments and miscellaneous charges to outsiders should be covered
by memorandums from the accounts payable section or from general accounting,
detailing the charges to be made, authorizations, etc.
Issue invoices to customers promptly following shipment of the goods
and to suppliers as soon as the invoice adjustment of rework charges have been
determined.
Before customer's purchase orders covering sales of collaterals and
special products or materials are accepted, the prices shown should be checked
against price quotations or other preceding agreements and approved by the
responsible supervisor.
Prices used for billing adjustments and returned materials will depend
on IH purchase orders and actual costs invoiced by the supplier. Incoming
freight paid should be included in situations where the supplier is at fault
and the material is rejected.
Use standard settlement terms of net 30 days, f.o.b. shipping point,
for sales except where special terms are specified in the sales agreement.
For adjustments to supplier's invoices, rework, returned goods, etc. to
be settled by deduction from accounts payable, use the same payment terms as
allowed by the suppliers. Use f.o.b. shipping point for returned goods except
where IH is at fault.
The following procedure is used by the district sales office in reporting
sales for the month to the general officer
1. Retail sales are to include all deliveries made through the last calendar
day of each month.
Accounting Manual — International Harvester Company Sales Operations,
Sales Reporting, Motor Truck (November, 1965), Subject 6, p.6.
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2. Wholesale sales will close with invoices covering shipments made prior to
the end of the month which are received from the works, TSPC* or other district
offices in the first mail of the second working day following the end of the
calendar month.
3. All works and TSPC's will notify districts when final invoices for the year
have been forwarded by no later than the second working day following the end
of the fiscal year, October 31st.
U. Final invoices covering direct shipments to dealers or dealer will call
shipments to the TSPC must be handled as October sales. The invoices will
be included in the final transmittal to the CAO*# and the number two punch
cards will be included in the final submission to EDPC.*a*
5. Any October invoices received after the third working day will be handled
as inventory on October reports.
6. Office managers are warned that charging out goods which have not been
shipped, for the purpose of inflating sales, or omitting from sales items which
should be included will not be tolerated.
7. All sales allowances, credits for goods returned and discounts of every
kind earned by dealers or customers must be entered on company records before
closing sales for October.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
The financial stability of IH customers and suppliers is an important
factor in the preservation of assets since transactions with outsiders often
place IH in the position of extending credit for cash or materials. Buyers,
engineers, and others whe^ have the direct responsibility for selecting
Truck Sales Processing Center
#* Central Accounting Office
•»*• Electronic Data Processing Center
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suppliers or accepting orders for miscellaneous materials should be urged
to use care in all business agreements that may involve IH in extending
credit in any form. Before materials, or other forms of credit are extended
10
to an outsider, his reliability should be established.
Where steel or other raw materials are to be purchased for a supplier's
use in the manufacture of products ordered by IH, written approval of the
transaction is required from the division comptroller and the manager of GO
Central Purchasing.
No special precautions need be taken when extending ordinary credit
to the larger, nationally known, and long established companies. It is pri
marily with new customers or suppliers and those that are small or not well
established that special precautions must be exercised. This is especially
the case when establishing a new source of supply and the arrangements require
IH to provide materials or other credits.
Credit and Collection has means to determine the financial status and
credit rating of outside companies. CED**operations should refer any questions
about the reliability of customers or suppliers to CE^Credit and Collection at
Melrose Park. Other operations should address their questions to GO Credit
and Collection.
A master list of 0-control code account numbers assigned to dealers in
each group will be maintained at the district on the account number ledger
furnished by the CAO.
Dealer Statement, BHX-257, is prepared by GAO for each dealer as of the
* Construction Equipment Division
4BJ- Construction Equipment
10 Accounting Manual, op.cit., II, pp.5^6.
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Transaction codes are shown on the statement identifying the types of
entries. Dealers and districts are furnished lists of these codes by the
CAO.
All debit and credit entries through the last day of each month, in
cluding opening balance, will appear on dealer's statement.
Original copies of parts statements will be mailed by Broadview EDPC
to depots and then re-mailed direct to dealers. Duplicate copies will be
forwarded to CAO's for posting to dealer's statements, and then to districts
for retention.
Master lists of 1-control code account numbers assigned to customers
will be maintained at each location on the account number ledger furnished by
the CAO.
Customer Statement, BHX-256, is prepared by CAO for each sutoraer as






Transaction codes are shown
* Credit Collection Office
Distribution





on the statement identifying the types of
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entries. Locations are furnished lists of these codes by the CAO
All locations must mail final motor truck invoices, parts invoices,
journal entries, expense vouchers, etc., that affect customer accounts, to
the CAO on the 25th of the month. If the location is closed on the 25th,
mail on the preceding work day. Final services invoices must be mailed on
the first working day following the 25th. Letters of transmittal covering
final 25th of the month entries of all kinds must plainly indicate that fact.
Where the only activity in a customer's monthly account consists of a
balance forward and an identical cash payment, no statement will be printed.
Furthermore, when the same situation exists with regard to an active account
with current month charges, the balance forward and identical cash receipt
amounts will not be shown. As a control measure, CAO will furnish a list
showing these off-setting entries by customer's name to permit accounting for
missing statements and for complete analysis of accounts. CAO will print
and mail statements immediately after all entries through the 25th of the
month have been processed. Statements reflecting zero or credit balances
will not be mailed to the customer. The customer's copy of zero balance
statements will be destroyed and the customer's copy of credit balance state
ment will be mailed to the office manager.
Sales, cash collections, notes receivable, etc., on all accounts re
ceivable statements, except customer, will continue to be handled through the
last day of each month. GAG will add to and deduct from the trial balance of
customers' accounts obtained as of the 25th of the month, and items affecting
the ledger, which are received through the close of business on the last day
of the month. This adjusted figure will be the amount reported as customer's
accounts receivable balance on the monthly BH-229. Items which are received
1*0
after the customer's account balance is determined as of the 25th of the
month will therefore be posted to subsequent month's statements.
District of COO will analyze dealers' statements upon receipt of copies
from CAO in order that any past due situation will be known and proper applica
tion can be made of cash and credits.
Cash and credits received to apply on prior months' charges should be
checked off on district of GCO copy of dealer's statement in such a manner
that the exact amount owed from prior months by individual items, is known
at all times.
On receipt of copies of customers' statements, retail locations should
review those with credit balances to determine whether balances arose from
deposits on goods not delivered or posted, misapplication of credits, etc.,
or represent amounts to be refunded to customers. When reason for credit
balance is determined, notation should be made on statement. Correcting
entries should be initiated immediately where necessary; and when refund of
legitimate credit balance is to be made, Request for forking Fund Check, BH-2^6,
must be approved by credit manager before check is issued.
An analysis of prior months' open items must be transcribed to customer's
current statement. Analysis may be made in longhand on current statement or
by attaching an adding machine tape showing amounts and reference numbers of
unpaid items. Total of analysis, plus open items on statement, must equal
statement balance.
A credit in a dealer's or customer's account, which does not apply to a
definite debit, must remain as an unsettled credit unless such credit is used
by the dealer or customer in settling his account. Credits, which cannot be
applied, must not be arbitrarily netted against open debits to reduce the amount
la
owing.
Dealers1 and customers' statements may be filed temporarily during the
month in a convenient binder. Personnel should apply cash received and
credits issued daily to statements so that the net balances will reflect the
true status of the accounts at all times. During the month as accounts are
settled in full, statements should be removed from temporary binder for filing
in permanent binder. Temporary binder will therefore contain only accounts
with open balances.
On the l?"th day of each month Credit and Collection Form Letter, FH-12,
will be prepared and mailed by district to all dealers whose prior month
accounts are not settled in full. The open items must be listed in detail
on 51-12.
Terms on sales of parts and service to customers are cash. However,
customers having acceptable paying habits who request the convenience of a
monthly account may, .with final approval of credit management, be granted
that privilege. Such accounts are due and payable on the first of the month
following the month in which charges are made. When an account is not paid
by the 15th of the month following the charges, account privilege may be re
voked.
CASH RECEIVING AND CREDIT CONTHOL
The preceding section explained credit control, this section will deal
with cash receiving.
Because of its susceptibility to immediate conversion, it is imperative
that all cash receipts belonging to the company be safeguarded diligently, ac-
Accounting Manual - Sales Operation, op.cit., Subject 2, pp. 1-1*.
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counted for meticulously and deposited promptly. There are many complicated
areas of our business where occasional errors in judgment or of omission may
occur, but the handling of and accounting for cash receipts is not one of
these areas. Managerial and supervisory employees are expected to train and
teach in most areas of our business, but absolute honesty and proper regard
for stewardship are characteristics we insist that employees have at the out
set and maintain constantly. The following instructions will not only pro
vide protection for the company, but also for the employee, and must be observed
without deviation.
Travelers who collect proceeds from dealers or customers while away from
the district must record collections received on the following receipts;
Travelers Cash Remittance and Receipt, BH-18
For Retail open account collections.
Dealers Proceeds Remittance, FH-116
For dealer collections with retail contract transmittal.
Collection Remittance and Receipt, FH-2U7
For retail note collections
Dealer Remittance Letter, FH-U12
For dealer collections.
The original remittance receipt should be given to the dealer or customer.
If the traveler returns to the district, the proceeds and duplicate remittance
receipt (for use as remittance letter) must be immediately turned over to the
person having the responsibility for handling company funds, normally the
accountant. If cash is involved, the employee who receives the cash will
verify the amount collected and annotate the triplicate copy of the remittance
receipt, which will be retained by the traveler as his evidence of having
turned in the cash. Triplicate copy of BH-18 and FH-2J47 will remain in
traveler's receipt book.
When the traveler does not return to the district, he must mail all
collections daily. Remittances for branch or store customers should be turned
in at the retail location in the manner listed above or mailed to that location
daily if the traveler is on the territory. Bank drafts or money orders
should be purchased to cover cash collected when it is necessary to forward
such remittances by mail. Personal checks of travelers must not be remitted
to cover currency collections made by them.
Employees do not have the authority to endorse the company's name or
International Harvester Credit Corporation's name on checks, drafts or money
orders and receive currency therefor. However, when especially authorized
by the credit manager on Certificate of Approval as Traveling Collection,
SH-1O2, company representatives may exchange checks received from dealers and
customers for bank drafts or cashier checks. This procedure applies only
where there is a possibility that checks may not be paid if not immediately
presented to the bank. The following endorsement must be placed on the
checks:
Pay to any bank or banker for New York, Chicago or other exchange,
payable to the order of International Harvester Company and/or
International Harvester Credit Corporation.
International Harvester Company
International Harvester Credit Corporation
By
The company representatives to whom this authority is given will be fur
nished a rubber stamp showing the above endorsement. A receipt must be obtain
ed for each stamp and filed in employee's personal file. This stamp must be
returned and the receipt destroyed when the employee leaves his position.
If it is necessary to purchase bank drafts, cashier's checks or money
orders, they should be for the same amount as the cash or check collected,
less exchange or fee, if any. When such collections are received at the
district or branch, a Cash Voucher, GF-1, should be prepared charging Credit
Investigation and Service expense for the amount of the exchange or fee paid.
Cash of a like amount will then be drawn from petty cash fund and placed with
the deposit cash. A new memo cash receipt form will then be prepared for use
as a remittance letter (with traveler's receipt and copy of GF-1 attached),
crediting the account or note with the gross amount collected.
When customers and dealers present payments in person at the district
or branch, remittances should be accepted by the custodian of company funds
and the proper type of receipt should be used. The original is to be given
to the dealer or customer and the duplicate will be used as the remittance
letter in the daily deposit. If BH-18 or FH-2U7 is used, a triplicate copy
of the receipt must be prepared and will remain in the receipt book. In the
event an employee other than the one designated as custodian of company funds
accepts remittances, the same procedure as used by a traveler turning in funds
to the district will be used.
Multiple payee checks naming the International Harvester Company or
International Harvester Credit Corporation as one of the payees will be handled
in the following manner:
A. When a check, considered by the District Manager and Credit Manager
as good beyond a doubt, is received and the entire amount or a portion
of the amount is due the other payees, the other payees should endorse
the check after which it may be deposited. Credit an account in the
accounts receivable ledger entitled Multiple Payee Suspense with the
other payees• interest in the check and credit the outstanding account
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or note balance for the company's interest, if any. A Request for
working Fund Check, BH-2U6, payable to the other payees, will be sub
mitted to the accounting office for the amount credited to the account
representing the other payees' interest.
B. A check received for which the company has no interest and which the
other payee chooses not to endorse, as explained above, must be sent to
the Credit and Collection Department, General Office, accompanied by
Submission of Documentary Forms, FH-1605, in duplicate, with full ex
planation. The Credit and Collection Department will arrange for the
necessary endorsement and promptly return the check.
When-a customer presents his check or a check of a third party for an
amount in excess of his obligation, refund may be made from the cash receipts,
by working fund check or through the cash working fund if refund is nominal,
only if in management's jusgment the check is good. In cases of third party
checks, sales invoices or remittances must show the name of the firm or the
person issuing check, to whom payable, the amount and the refund made to the
customer. The customer must endorse the check. Unless customer's endorse
ment is limited by the phrase "Pay only to the order of International
Harvester Company (or International Harvester Credit Corporation," the check
is negotiable and if lost or stolen, the company would have no recourse against
the customer or prior endorsers. In the absence of the above limited endorse
ment, deposit stamp impression should be made on the back of such checks im
mediately after their acceptance. All other checks, drafts and money orders
must be made payable to International Harvester Company or International
Harvester Credit Corporation.
Dealer Remittance Letter, FB-U.2, is designed to assist both the dealer
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and district, providing the dealer with a simplified means of listing items
he wishes to pay by note or invoice number, showing cash discount taken, gross
and net amounts, check number, and date and amount of remittance. Payments
received from dealers, supported by properly prepared FH-lJ^'s, can be readily
checked and applied. For this reason, all dealers should be encouraged to
use this form in sending in remittances. FH-1»12 should be prepared in dupli
cate by the dealer, original sent to the district with check and duplicate
retained for his records. Dealer should forward separate FH-Ul2's for note
payments and account payments even though only one check is prepared. When
dealer remittances are not accompanied by an FH-IJ.2, employee must prepare
one. Motor Truck Floor Plan wotes Due Notice, FH-9UJ+, may also be used as
dealer remittance letter, when applicable.
Envelopes received containing customer remittances may be used as
remittance letters. Notation must then be made on envelope as to customer
name, account number, note number, date, amount, details of payment, etc.
Cash deposits should be prepared after receipt of the bulk of the morn
ing's mail to preclude carrying over large sums to the following day. The
deposit should be prepared by an employee other than the one who applies the
remittances. After comparing checks, drafts and money orders with remittance
letters to see that amounts, numbers, dates, etc. are identical, they will be
detached from remittance letters and remittance letters will be tiven to the
clerk making the application. Cross-reference must be made on remittance
letters where two or more applications are covered by a single check, draft or
money order. Remittance letters should be sorted between collection on open
accounts, general ledger, expense, service center, and wholesale and retail
notes. aach day's remittance letters must be arranged in the order in which
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they will appear on Daily Collection Report, BH-251, and fastened together.
An adding machine tape of the amounts shown on remittance letters should then
be prepared and retained with the remittance letters, total of which must
balance with the total amount deposited for the day, as shown on deposit slip.
If it is questionable whether remittance was mailed in time to earn discount
or remittance is subject to interest, envelope bearing postmark date should
be retained with remittance letter.
Checks, drafts, money orders, currency and coin received, through the
mail or otherwise, must be deposited daily to the credit of the International
Harvester Company Deposit account. Amounts collected for service center
c.o.d. sales and parts cash sales must be receipted for in the prescribed
manner on Parts Invoice, BH-87, and deposited daily. All such receipts must
be stored in the safe until daily deposit is made.
Deposits rust be made in the bank selected by the treasurer of the
company. No one in the district or branch organization has the authority to
open a bank account in the name of the company. Recommendations will be fully
considered by the treasurer if a change is desired. No one, except the treas
urer, has the authority to withdraw the funds deposited. Neither the office
manager nor the accountant has the authority to turn over cash receipts to
anyone other than as refunds.on customers' own checks or third party checks
which are presented for an amount in excess of the obligation. The only dis
posal they may make of cash receipts is to deposit them in the bank. Mien
large amounts of currency are received during banking hcairs, but after regular
deposit has been made, additional deposits must be made to avoid the hazard of
carrying currency to the following banking day. After banking hours, night
depository should be used, if available.
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Checks, drafts and money orders must be endorsed payable to the deposit
ory bank. Endorsement will be made with deposit stamp authorized by the
treasurer and in no other manner. Under no circumstances may checks, drafts
and money orders be cashed or any collections used to pay expenses. Before
any checks, drafts or money orders are deposited, the words "Wo Protest"
should be stamped on the face of the document.
Deposit slips must be prepared in triplicate and numbered consecutive
ly for each bank in which deposits are made. A new series of numbers will
be started at the beginning of each fiscal year. The duplicate deposit
slip will be receipted by the bank, except in cases where armored ear pick-up
service is used. Duplicate deposit slip, with remittance letter attached,
will then be filed with copies of daily reports in date order at the origin
ating location. The triplicate deposit slip will be sent to the GAO with
daily collection reports.
In no event should abnk deposit slips be titled "International Harvest
er Credit Corporation" or titled with the endorsement stamp. Locations using




(Account number, if any)
Locations that do not use depository transfer checks should title their
local bank deposit slip as followss
International Harvester Company
(Account number, if any)
The use of or discontinuance of the use of armored car service should
be determined and periodically reviewed by the office manager, after consulting
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with the district and branch managers. The following factors should be taken
into consideration; cost, exposure of employees to the perils of armed rob
bery, distance from banking facilities, and the times when the services are
needed. If it is decided that armored car service is not required or should
be discontinued, a competent and respoisible employee, 21 years of age or over
approved by the office manager will take deposits to the bank in the routine
performance of his duties.
The person preparing the deposit and the person actually taking the
deposit to the bank should sign the duplicate copy of the deposit slip. A
rubber stamp is provided for this purpose showing "prepared by" and "deposited
by." If currency is involved, the employee will count it in the presence of
the employee who prepared the deposit and see that it agrees with the amount
shown on the deposit slip before signing under "deposited by." This rule is
to place definite responsibility for handling currency when an employee, other
than the one preparing deposit slip, is called upon to take the money to the
bank.
If the employee preparing deposit slip also deposits money in bank, he
will sign under "prepared by" and also under "deposited by." If possible,
deposits should be prepared by and deposited by different employees.
After daily deposit is completed, an original transfer check (and deposit
receipt card) will be prepared for the exact amount of the deposit (those
locations whose deposit bank has also been designated as a concentration point
bank will only prepare a deposit receipt card). The original deposit slip,
deposit receipt card and stamped envelope (Form 51-133) are to be forwarded
dally to the deposit bank with the deposit. Transfer checks should be for
warded immediately to the concentration point bank in outlook envelope, Form
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X-36-B. All unused transfer checks and deposit receipt cards must be stored
under lock.
It is imperative that transfer checks be typewritten and that the date
and amount be the exact date and amount of the deposit forwarded to the
deposit bank. Do not alter a transfer check. If an error is made, typo
graphical or otherwise, void the check and prepare another one correctly.
Voided checks will be forwarded to Account Department - Bank Reconciliation
Section, General Office.
felhere Brinks or other similar armored car service is employed, the date
the deposit cash is delivered to the deposit bank must be considered in mail
ing transfer checks. This includes consideration of bank holidays and other
days for which deposits are prepared but bank is not open to receive the
deposits. Accordingly, do not mail transfer cheeks to concentration point
banks drawn against funds deposited in a deposit bank to arrive before such
funds are actually in possession of the deposit bank.
At the end of the month, the following recapitulations of daily collection
reports will be prepared by the CAO.
A« District flecap. The accumulated monthly totals in the following
following classifications will be listed for each district.
Total Deposit Flat Charge
Accounts Receivable Interest Retail
Discount Allowed Parts Interest Wholesale
Discount Allowed Notes Notes Receivable
Finance - IHCC Misc.General Ledger.
B. CAP Summary. CAO will combine the listings outlined in A. above
and prepare recap showing the grand total of each classification for all
districts served. The total amount of the monthly deposits for each
motor truck controlled store will also be listed on this report as a memo.
Si
c* Met Deposits for Each Day. A listing will be prepared for each
depositing location showing the daily net deposit in deposit order and
the total amount deposited.
Copies of these monthly recapitulations will be distributed in accord
ance with GO and local requirements. Copies will be mailed to reach the dis
trict no later than the third working day of each month.
CHAPTER I?
A. SURVEY OF PURCHASE MO PAYMENT SISTM
AN ABRIDGED ANALYSIS OF THE PURCHASE ORDER, RECEIVING REPORT,
PURCHASE, EXPENSE DISTRIBUTION, VOUCHERS PAYABLE OR ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE, AKD GASH PAYING PROCEDURES
BH-670 is furnished in pre-numbered book form and is to be completed
in triplicate on all purchases, except those for cash. Original copy must
either be presented or mailed to the vendor before the purchase is actually
made and not as a confirming order after receipt of the merchandise or ser
vices. The duplicate copy will be attached to the vendor's invoice used as
a voucher, triplicate copy will remain in the book. Until vendor's invoice
is received, duplicate copy will be retained in A - Z ,suspense file.
Purchase orders issued to vendors must be complete as to quantity and
description of items purchased, terms, shipping instructions, prices to be
paid, etc., as they are authorization to pay the vendor's invoice if it is in
agreement with the purchase order. All purchase order books not actually in
use should be kept under lock and issued only as needed to those persons author
ized by management to use them. When purchase order books are issued, the
number, date and signature of person receiving them must be recorded on a mem
orandum BH-iilj2 sheet."^
With the exception of mechanics' uniforms, mechanics' tools and other
special appliances or equipment which are necessary for the employees in
their work, purchase orders must not be furnished employees for use in obtains
ing trade discounts on purchases fpr their personal use.
12 2>i!L> Subject 1, pp.1-3.
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All purchase orders issued for materials purchased items at all loca
tions must be issued by an authorized employee and approved by the supervisor
of the parts department involved. Duplicate and triplicate copy of purchase
order must indicate reason for purchase.
Purchase orders covering miscellaneous office and warehouse expense
items such as fuel, janitors' supplies, etc.. will be issued by an office em
ployee designated by the office management.
lulhen purchases are made by the service center for bulk purchases of
oil, grease, rags, etc., the service center clerk will issue BH-67O. Dupli
cate and triplicate copy of purchase order for other charges must indicate
service invoice number and price charged the customer.
If possible, purchase orders should not be issued by the same person
who approves the vendors' invoices.
Each CAO and SAO will set up ticklers to assure payment each month of
such items as rent, or other obligations of locations they serve which are
contractual obligations at stated periods for set amounts. Such payments
need not be supported by purchase orders, but the CAO or SAO must have in its
file authority from the district manager authorizing payment and giving full
details as to date, payee, amount, etc. Purchase orders are not required for
such items as postage, electricity, water and telephone.
Purchase Order, GF-£L, must be issued in all instances where authoriza
tion to initiate a purchase order has been received from GO and for repairs,
maintenance and alterations of less than $200. The GF-51 provides the company
protection against losses or damages for which the contractor should be re
sponsible. The office manager will supervise the issuance of the GF-51 and
the form must be signed by the district manager.
* Stores Accounting Office
The original and acceptance copy of GF-51 must be mailed to the con
tractor and the acceptance copy must be signed by the contractor and returned
to the district before work is begun. A file will be maintained by the
office manager on each GF-51 issued to which will be attached the acceptance
received from the contractor, as well as the insurance certificates.
Insurance certificates as called for on the reverse side of the purchase
order must be submitted to the district by the contractor before any work is
started.
All locations will place the following rubber stamp on vendors' in









At the time merchandise or services are received, or reconditioned
items are returned, the location issuing the purchase order should request and
receive, if possible, either the vendors' original invoices or delivery tickets
showing prices of goods received or services performed.
If vendor's invoice or priced delivery ticket is not secured at the time
goods are received, the merchandise received s tamp must be placed on the dupli
cate copy of the purchase order. In the case of service center purchases,
the vendor must be contacted and the cost obtained for merchandise or services
performed in order that the service center invoice may be completed promptly.
The employees authorized to receipt for goods or services, verify prices,
and approve vendors' invoices for payment must indicate action taken opposite
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proper caption on the merchandise received stamp. S'or various reasons, the
same employee should not receipt for goods or services and also approve in.
voices for payment. Final approval of all invoices for payment must be made
as indicated below.
The vendor's invoice or delivery ticket will be matched with duplicate
copy of purchase order in suspense file for further processing and payment.
iflihen goods are returned to vendors for credit, the location involved
must issue a BH-670 plainly marked "goods returned." Likewise, purchase
orders must be written to keep a record of containers returned on which a de
posit refund is due from vendors.
When materials purchased for stock are returned to vendors for credit,
the supervisor of the parts department must see that BH-67O is written and
properly marked "goods returned."
A close follow-up must be maintained to see that credit memorandums or
refunds are received to cover all goods returned. The duplicate purchase
order will be attached to the original copy of vendor's credit invoice to be
included in a voucher or attached to the remittance letter if a check is re
ceived.
At the time scrapped goods are delivered to the purchaser, BH-670 must
be issued showing date, name of buyer, brief descriptionof scrap sold, approx
imate weight and amount paid if proceeds are received at time of delivery.
The person talcing delivery of scrap should sign the BH-670 when cash is not
received on delivery, and the original copy will be held in suspense by em
ployee who prepares bank deposit until proceeds are received. All BH-670's
prepared on scrapped goods sales must be cross-referenced to the applicable
parts invoice.
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Vouchers consisting of original copies of vendors' invoices, purchase
orders and evidence of receipt must be prepared by each location for all dis
bursements, except payments made by check to employees, to the postmaster for
postage and to dealers or customers covering refund of credits in accounts.
Purchase orders are not needed to support cash vouchers or monthly contractual
obligations.
Vouchers for currency payments must be receipted (except disbursements
for credit information, etc.). It is unnecessary to obtain receipts for
payment by check when the details of the payments are entered on the voucher
portion of the checkj except that tax receipts and legal documents must always
be receipted. Vouchers for currency payment of other charges made on service
invoices must show the invoice number.
Vouchers covering payments of a special or unusual nature must be accom
panied by a full explanation. Repairs and maintenance to buildings and build
ing equipment amounting to $200 or more, all additions to buildings and build
ing equipment and all alterations to electrical installations must be approved
by Building Engineering Services Department, GO, before placing orders or pre-
ceeding with the work. These disbursement vouchers must specify the building
or equipment to which the charge applies and the kind of work performed. All
such expenditures will be charged to the GO and five copies of Debit Memoran
dum, BH-597, will be prepared showing complete details (amount, nature of work
performed, address at which work is done, vendor's name and address and date
of authorization letter). Repair and replacement expenditures of less than
$200 must be charged to applicable expense. Each authorization must be treated
separately, regardless of the amount. It is not permissible to combine author
izations of less than $200 for the purchase of charging expense to GO. Four
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copies of BH-597 will be attached to voucher submitted to CAC or SAO for use
in making payment and supporting BH-13 entry in normal manner.
A vendor's invoice, covering a purchase order issued by GO (except
those listed in the following paragraph), received by the district must be for
warded to the Accounting Department, Disbursing Section, GO, for payment.
This includes such items as furniture and equipment purchased for the district
by GO, invoices to Building Engineering Services Department, etc. The dis
trict must not make payment of an invoice of this type unless authorized by
GO.
Districts are authorized to make payment of GO purchases of the follow
ing:
A. Advertising items sold to dealers or ordered for district, branch or
store, through Consumer Relations.
B. Certain forms, supplied by Forms Standardization Section, GO, shipped
direct by vendor on which the district is furnished a copy of GO purchase
order, bearing the following notation:
"Ship and invoice direct: District will remit."
Duplicate copy of the purchase order must be stapled to the original
copy of vendor's invoice used as a voucher. Also attach copy of delivery
ticket if it shows evidence of receipt. Vouchers must be complete in every
respect (including evidence of receipt, verification of prices, discounts, ex
tensions, totals, etc.) and adding machine tapes must be attached showing in
formation as required by the CAC or SAO. Multiple invoices for the same
vendor should be grouped and treated as one voucher.
A record must be set up showing the rate of cash discounts allowed by
each vendor. When purchasing from a new source, forward Discount Card, GB-ll*,
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with vouchers. The card should be stamped with the location address and
proper postage affixed. Attach card to top of voucher in order that CA.0 or
SAO can mail with check. When a reply is received stating the terms of the
vendor, enter this information in the above record. All invoices must be
checked with this record at location involved to determine that proper dis
counts are taken.
The CAC or SAO will establish target dates for the receipt of vouchers
from each location. Vouchers must be processed at outside locations and for
warded to the district in time for authorized employees to approve and pass
on to the CAO or SAO in compliance with these target dates. Vendor's in
voices that cannot be paid in the current month yet affect the current month
operations will be handled in Accounts Payable account in the general ledger.
Special care must be taken in October to see that all obligations applicable
to the fiscal year are paid before closing. (See - Accounts Payable.)
Freight bills should be submitted daily in order to avoid violation of
Interstate Commerce Commission regulations. Vendors' invoices subject to
discount should be submitted daily to avoid loss of any discount. All other
vouchers should be submitted as scheduled by CAO or SAO.
All vendors' invoices must be processed and paid in time to earn dis
count, if applicable. If there are unusual cases when discount dates are
missed, deduct discount regardless of when payment is made.
At outside points, the completed voucher must be approved and initialed
by the branch or store manager before forwarding it to the district for ap
proval and/or review.
All vouchers must be approved and initialed at the district before sub
mission to the CAO or SAO for payment, except branch and store vouchers for
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payments of $10 or less, vouchers charged to service center code classified as
Miscellaneous Expense on Jobs and branch and store freight bills. When the
branch or store manager is absent due to vacation or other reasons, one of
the authorized district employees must approve all branch or store vouchers.
The district manager must approve all vouchers of an unusual nature and those
in any other categories which he feels warrant his personal attention. Col
lection expense vouchers should be approved by the credit manager. All other
vouchers must be approved by the office manager, assistant office manager or
accountant.
When payment of vouchers is made by check, the duplicate copy of the
check will be returned to the location originating the voucher for filing in
folders by vendors. The CAO or SAO is not charged with the responsibility
of checking out vendors1 monthly statements. This function should be perform
ed in a limited manner by the purchasing location, using the copies of checks
for this purpose. It is not intended that any vendor's statement be checked
meticulously, as a cursory review should quickly determine if any invoices are
outstanding over a thirty-day period. If the reason for delay in payment is
not known to the person reviewing the statement, a copy of the invoice should
be requested from the vendor so that further investigation can be made. Be
fore making payment from an invoice copy, be sure that previous payment has
not been made.
When an invoice for a planned organization meeting involving more than
ten individuals or an invoice for the purchase of gifts is to be paid by a
working fund check, it must be supported by Travel Expense Report, GF-99,
listing the details in prescribed manner and signed by the person responsible
for the expenditure. Names of individual participants must be listed on GF-99
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in the case of meetings, unless they are readily identifiable by a group des
ignation, in which case the total number of persons will be shown with a
breakdown by groups, if applicable. The names of recipients must be recorded
on GF-99 in the case of gifts, including purchase of season tickets to athletic
events, even though it may be necessary to record details at a later date.
Invoice, with supporting GF-99, will be retained in a special file at the
district and a Request for Working Fund Check, BH-2k6, signed by the office
manager or district manager will be forwarded to the GAO in the normal manner
for payment of the invoice.
The Request for Working Fund Check, BH-2U6, is provided for use by oper
ations as a request for issuance of a check which is not supported by a
vendor's invoice. When it is necessary, due to urgency, to request a check
by telephone of telegraph, a BH-2U6 marked "Confirming" with complete details
must be submitted immediately to the CAO or SAO. HI BH-2li6's prepared by
branches and stores must be submitted in duplicate to the CAO or SAO. The
CAO or SAO will then send the copy to the branch or store's control district
office manager for review and necessary follow-up.
A managerial employee should approve all BH-2ii6's. When this is not
possible at a branch or store, due to absence, the BH-2U6 may be approved by
the accountant.
Certified checks necessary with bids placed with federal, state, county
and municipal governments will be obtained from the bank if the CAO or SAO is
located in the city where the centralized fund is carried. If the CAO or SAO
is not located in a city where the centralized fund is carried, a cashier's
check must be purchased from the depository bank through the medium of a work
ing fund check drawn on the centralized bank. If neither of the above methods
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may be utilized, district should state the amount and conditions of bid in a
letter to Treasury Department, General Office. Treasury Department will issue
a check drawn on district deposit account and mail to the district for certifi
cation by the bank. The certified checks or cashier's check will be debited
to the bid suspense account in the accounts receivable ledger. When the
check is returned by the payee after serving its purpose, it must be deposited
to the credit of this account. In no cases should certified checks be voided.
When payee claims original check has been lost or misplaced, details
such as number, date, payee, etc., will be referred to CAO or SAO for handling.
Checks returned uncashed to any company location must be immediately forwarded
to the CAO or SAC for disposition.1^
Ibid.
CHAPTER ¥
A SURVEY OF THE TIMEKEEPING AMD PAYROLL SYSTEM
Wages and salaries of employees are based on hourly, weekly and
monthly rates of pay authorized by responsible supervisors and approved by
Wage and Salary. The rates include annual improvement factors and noncurrent
cost of living allowances transferred to the rate structure, but do not in
clude current cost of living allowance. Wages are also based on piecework
prices authorized by Production Standards, hourly increase adjustment (con
sisting of general increases, annual improvement factors and noncurrent costs
of living allowance. Operations are advised by GO Employee Compensation
of changes due to annual improvement factor, revisions in cost of living allow
ance, and other general wage and salary changes.
In addition, wages and salaries are based on various other rates, such
as average piecework earning rate and regular rate of pay, specified in labor
contracts and instructions issued by GO Industrial Relations departments.
These contracts and instructions also specify the conditions under which rates
are to be used.
Generally, computing, recording and reporting wages and salaries does
not require separate determination of annual improvement factor or cost of
living allowance. For these purposes, current cost of living allowance may
be added to hourly, weekly and monthly rates of pay. However, when wages
involve piecework prices, hourly increase adjustment plus current cost of
living .allowance is generally recorded and reported separately; and for
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account purposes, the combination of both is generally referred to as hourly
increase adjustment, as indicated by Account 20 - Hourly Increase Adjustment.
Also, in calculating average rates for various uses, such as for certain
wages and for employee plan classifications and benefits, it is usually nec
essary to separately consider current cost of living allowance.
Time ~ Accurate records of time worked are required by law and by the
company to support payments of wages and salaries, and the following are
minimum time-keeping requirements.
A time record should be kept by each employee who is non-exempt under
the Fair Labor Standards Act. The record should show daily entries for
starting and quitting times, and reasons for absences. When an employee
is tardy, quits early, is absent or works overtime, his managerial supervisor
should initial the time entries. The record should show total hours worked
daily and the total for the payroll period, unless these hours are shown on
records of work performed that are used for payment of wages or salary. The
time record should be signed by the employee and his supervisors. Ink is pre
ferred for entries and signatures. Wiere required by state or local law,
the record should show lunch or rest periods for female employees. Where the
record is a time clock card, discourage time stamping more than 1$ minutes
before starting or after quitting.
Other ~ Maintain payroll registers showing at least the following for
each payroll period:
Employee name Overtime and premium pay
Social Security number Might shift bonus
Hours paid Deduction - amounts and purposes
Gross pay Net pay
Maintain cumulative records of pay for each employee necessary to comply
with reporting requirements for taxes, etc.
Payroll procedures are subject to other GO requirements, such as use
of general and operating accounts in accordance with Sections 20, General
Ledger, Operating Ledger and various reports specified in Section 220,
Payroll.
Gross wages and salaries earned by employees during the payroll month
should be credited to Account 203 - Payroll Liabilityj debiting appropriate
accounts for labor.
Report payments of regular wages and salaries and certain other pay
ments by operations to employees for each payroll period on Summary of Pay
roll, WF-171. For a payment other than regular wages or salaries, instruc
tions covering the payment indicate WF-171 reporting requirements. In the
absence of specific instructions, report payments subject to federal income
tax. Establish controls to ensure that the amount reported for grant totals
on a WF-171 includes all wages, salaries and other payments required to be
reported. All operations should submit WF-171«s except IH Press and Wisconsin
Steel Works and Coal Mines.
1. Heading Data
Week Code - show the number of
year calendar.
Days Hours




the same days and hours,










according to the payroll
of each employee class-
show these days and
show the codes referred to in Subject 86,
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Accounting Introduction — Operation Identification, except as indicated
by Exhibit 221-1.
2. Regular Payroll
Hours Paid - show the number of hours paid. The types of hours to be
reported are indicated in Subject 226 — Hours Worked and Paid (Compensated).
Earnings - show amounts of earnings related to the hours paid, including
all overtime and premium pay. Small amounts not related to hours paid may
be included provided the rate per hour being reported is not affected.
Rate per Hour - show rates, carried two places beyond decimals, determined
by dividing earnings by hours paid.
Number of Employees Paid - show the number of employees who were paid
the earnings being reported under Regular Payroll.
Overtime and Premium - show amounts entered in Account 10, Overtime Premiums
Paid Wage Karners and 81, Overtime Premiums Paid Salaried Employees.
Shift Premium - show amounts entered in Accounts 12, Shift Premiums
Paid Wage Earners and 82, Shift Premiums Paid Salaried Employees.
If an employee is paid for a holiday or vacation during which he works,
include earnings and hours applicable to work plus earnings and hours applicable
to holiday or vacation pay. However, count him as only one employee paid.
Include vacation data on WF-171's in the week that absence occurs, unless
vacation pay is accounted for as earnings in a week prior to the week of ab
sence in which case include data in accordance with the following example.
If an employee is paid three weeks vacation pay and forty hours regular
wages, under Hours Paid include 160, under Earnings include the vacation pay
and regular wages, and under Number of Employees Paid include one. Somewhere
on the report, caption a column Number of ¥eeks Paid and report a total of
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four plus the number of other employees paid. In each of the following
three weeks under Number of Employees Paid include one, but report only the
number of other employees paid under Number of t/tfeeks Paid.
For employees paid monthly, include all data for one week of a month.
However, include 173 hours per month for employees working a full month,
rather than the actual number of work hours. For the other weeks of the
month, include only the number of employees paid. Show an asterisk opposite
each classification that includes data for employees paid monthly and show
whichever of the following is appropriate at the bottom. * - Hours paid,
earnings and other data being reported includes employees paid monthly.
* - Number of employees paid being reported includes those paid monthly; other
data will be included in week ending
3. Miscellaneous Earnings Not Included in Regular Payroll
Report payments such as those provided for on WF-171. However, small
amounts not related to hours may be reported as earnings under Regular Payroll
provided the Rate per Hour being reported is not affected. In addition, re
port payments to employees not engaged in manufacturing and engineering acti
vities who are on the operation's payroll for convenience.
Retroactive Pay - show retroactive pay in accordance with Subject 22li,
Payroll-Retroactive Pay.
Vacation Pay - show data applicable to vacation pay, including paid ab
sence accounted for as vacation, not reported under Regular Payroll.
h* Analysis of Data Included in Regular Payroll
Vacation Pay - show data applicable to vacation pay, including paid ab
sence accounted for as vacation, reported under Regular Payroll, after exclud
ing data to be shown on the next line — Vacation Pay - Working.
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Vacation Pay - Working - show data applicable to vacations, including
paid absences accounted for as vacation, for which employees are paid but
for which there is no related time off; that is, the employees continue
working.
Holiday Pay - show data only for holiday pay. For employees who
worked, show holiday pay but do not include regular and premium pay that is
reported under Hegular Payroll. Include holiday pay in lieu of a day off
for a holiday that occurred during vacation.
Paid Absence - show the total of payments for bereavement and honor
guard, debited to Account 72, Paid Absence, and of all payments debited to
Account 282, Illness or Personal Absence Liability.
Cost of Living Allowance - show the rate in effect for the payroll week
covered by the report.
Annual Report - on the reverse side of the HF-171 for the last week




Vacation Pay xx /a\




Illness or Personal Absence, etc. xx(b) xx (a)
Total
xx
(a) Determine these hours by adding the hours shown on the reports for weeks
ended in the year.
(b) Determine approximate hours for the year if exact data is not readily
available.
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5« Changes from Last Report
Explain briefly changes of 5 percent or more in Hours Paid or Earnings
or changes of $.05 per hour or more in Rate Per Hour for any classification
shorn under Regular Payroll. Also, explain briefly smaller changes due to
readily kncwi factors. If more space is required, use the reverse side of
WP-171.
Due Date and Distribution - The report is to be received by GO Corporate
Accounting, Records and Controls, by the second Wednesday after the end of the
week being reported.
Hj ——.
Accounting Manual - International Harvester Company Manufacturing
Operation, Payroll Wages and Salaries, II. Subject 221, pp.1-5.
CHAPTER ¥1
A SURVEY OF PRODUCTION AND COST SYSTEM
PRODUCTION OAUER AND INVENTORY CONTROL
The large volume of inventory required to carry on the business is a
major factor affecting the financial status of IH and it is imperative that
special care be given to the determination of quantities on hand and to their
valuation. These matters are of importance at all times but are particularly
significant at the end of the fiscal year.
This subject outlines the minimum corporate requirements to be observed
in attaining the desired accuracy of count and value. The formulation of de
tailed methods for achieving these ends is a responsibility of the divisions
15
and manufacturing operations.
Materials Control has a direct interest in the quantities on hand and
various manufacturing departments will be required to assist in counting
units, in product identification, and in supervising the count. Neverthe
less, Accounting is directly responsible for the accuracy of inventory counts,
descriptions and, for work in process, identification of operations completed.
Make whatever arrangements are necessary to ensure this accuracy by recounting,
my visual checks of items counted, by review for completeness of count, and by
other inventory audits. Although internal auditors and public accountants
may participate by reviewing the counting methods and testing for accuracy,
the Accounting Department has the final responsibility in these matters.
15 Ibid., Subject 202, pp.1-5.
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The quantities for all inventories should be determined by an actual
unit or weight count to be made annually as near as practicable to October
31, except as otherwise provided for in this subject.
Materials may be physically counted prior to October 31 and the stocks
identified with pre-inventory tags, subsequent receipts and disbursements
being recorded on the tags. The adjusted quantities may then be considered
an October 31 physical count, provided there are adequate safeguards to en
sure the accuracy and consistency of the entries made after the count.
Where materials received from suppliers remain in unopened shipping
containers, the quantities established for the containers when received may
be considered the physical count. However, at the discretion of personnel
responsible for inventory counting, representative containers should be opened
and the count checked.
Where materials in tubs, skids, pallets and similar containers are
regularly delivered to storage and disbursed on a lot basis, the quantities
counted when stored may be considered and used as physical counts, provided
there are adequate safeguards to prevent unauthorized and unrecorded dis
bursements from the lots.
To obtain accurate counts, movement of materials during the counting
period should be on a restricted basis.
Defects or other depreciation in the value of materials counted should
be explained in the inventory tags.
Employees assigned to the count should be selected, insofar as practic
able, for their counting accuracy and their ability to properly identify the
materials counted and their stage of completion. Recounts should be made
on a test basis to determine that the work is being done correctly and any
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unsatisfactory counters should be assigned to other work.
Certain bulk overhead and foundry materials such as coal, coke, pig
iron, scrap iron and sand are generally controlled by perpetual records but
cannot be counted or measured for inventory in the usual manner. It is ex
pected that these materials will be visually checked monthly by competent per
sonnel and the records adjusted as necessary to conform with the quantities
estimated to be on hand.
Where storage space permits, two stock piles or bins should be provided
for each commodity, disbursements being made from one while incoming material
is accumulating in the other. Separate records should be maintained for
each pile or bin so that when one is exhausted, the record for it can be ad
justed to a zero balance and the record for the other will reflect an accurate
known balance.
Where these practices are followed, the quantities carried in perpetual
records as of October 31 should be considered and used as physical counts.
Inventory quantities as of October 31 for other than bulk materials
may be based on perpetual inventory records provided that: (1) there are
adequate controls to ensure that proper entries are made to the records for
all receipts and disbursements; (2) the record balances are verified by
physical counts, at least to the extent of the minimums set forth under Veri
fication of Perpetual Inventory Records; (3) the reasons for substantial differ
ences between the records and the counts are determined and corrective actions
are initiated} (h) the records and general ledger balances are adjusted for
any differences resulting from physical counts and (5) the quantities shown on
the records are extended at the year's end and the total cost of all items in
the records is compared with the general ledger account,, which is then ad
justed if necessary.
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Physical counts to verify perpetual inventory records, other than for
bulk materials, may be made in advance of October 31 and during one or more
counting periods or may be made on a continuous cycle count basis.
To properly verify a balance carried in the record, the entire quantity
of the particular item should be counted at one time and posting of the receipts
and disbursements for that item should be brought up-to-date as of the time
of the count.
Distributed service parts - The fast moving items for shipment to ser
vice parts depots, which are not generally stocked or binned, should be physic
ally counted 100 percent at October 31.
Nondistributed service parts - The slow moving items, which are regular
ly stocked and binned, should be physically counted each fiscal year at least
to the extent of J>$ percent of their total dollar value. Furthermore, the
work of counting should be planned to meet the requirement that every part is
counted at least once during a period of four years.
Other materials - Vihere all or a portion of other classes of inventory
will be determined from perpetual records, at least 60 percent of the total
dollar value of the items in the records, based on the latest year-end in
ventory estimate, should be planned to meet the requirement that every item
on the perpetual record will be counted at least once during a period of three
years.
To support the accuracy of perpetual inventory records, either the
records or working paper files should contain information pertinent to the
physical counts, including items counted, date of count and adjustments re
quired. Accounting management should review this data to ensure compliance
with the requirements and it should be retained for review by internal auditors
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and public accountants.
Subject 2iil, Sales - Domestic Customers, provides that where feasible
materials shipped to outsiders for processing should be invoiced at a dollar
value. inhere this is not possible, shipments should be invoiced on a memor
andum basis to provide for accountability, follow-up for return being made by
means of lot control, unit control, or values carried in a job order.
Ordinarily, outside processors should be requested to provide statements
of quantities of IH-owned materials on hand. In exceptional or questionable
cases, this inventory should be counted or verified by IH employees. After
reconciliation with the control records, the quantities should be included in
the inventory count.
Collaterals invoiced by operations of IH and IH of Canada through
October 31 will be excluded from inventories reported by the shipping opera
tions. The dollar value of the collaterals invoiced will be taken into ac
count by the receiving operations. Therefore, the quantities of materials
in any October shipments which have not been received, unloaded, and physically
counted by October 31 should be included in the inventory count.
Account for materials invoiced and in transit from outside suppliers
and from other IH subsidiaries by reporting their dollar values on annual
form 39, Outstanding Obligations. See Subject 115, Accounts Payable - Annual
Closing.
If materials were received from IH operations or IH of Canada and were
included in the inventory count but were not invoiced in October, deduct the
quantities from the inventory count or arrange for an accounting as Collateral
Billing Adjustments. See Subject 61, Job Order Ledger - Account Definitions.
Value and account for materials received from outsiders and other sub-
sidiaries which were not paid for as provided in Subject 115, Accounts Pay
able - Annual Closing. Include such materials in the inventory count in the
same manner as though the invoices were paid.
Exclude returned goods from the inventory count, except where the pro
ducts have been credited to the returning operation on statements of shipments.
Exclude Canadian manufactured tires from the inventory count, except
where the tires were paid for by your operation.
Exclude products from the inventory count which were received from
other operations for exportation with your products. See annual form 59,
Inventory of Other Works Products for Export Shipment.
Establish the standard cost of no charge back orders for parts and
shipping packages omitted from machines and attachments which were shipped and
invoiced as complete to sales operations. Also establish the standard cost
of any shortages reported by sales operations which have been accepted but not
settled. Account for these costs as Material Shortages on Machines Shipped
according to Subject 61, Job Order Ledger - Account Definitions.
Include in the inventory count the quantities of materials in any ship
ments made on or before October 31 which were not invoiced in October, in
cluding overages reported by receiving operations. However, do not duplicate
Collateral Billing Adjustments set up according to Subject 61, Job Order Led
ger - Account Definitions.
Although factory production materials received are debited initially to
Account 201-A, Stores - Production Material, at time of payment some operations
deliver certain collaterals and purchased materials directly to the manufactur
ing departments for storage and more convenient use. When inventories in man
ufacturing departments are counted, classify all such materials that are in
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the same condition as when received as stores inventory. Classify similar
materials that have received labor operations as work in process inventory.
Corresponding segregation of materials that were physically disbursed from
stores to work in process for production is optional.
After the inventories have been counted, reconciled with available
records of quantities and approved, they should be priced at standard cost,
extended and totaled. Reconcile the resulting totals with the final ledger
balances and adjust the balances to the computed amounts. Before making
this adjustment, make certain that the ledgers include the annual entries ex
plained above in this subject and the entries covered in Subject 8U» Accounting
Introduction - Annual Closing.
Also see Subject 175, Costs - Annual Closing - Cost or Market Value,
covering different inventory valuations that are used only for corporate pur
poses.
The physical count is made ordinarily at the end of the fiscal year,
except where inventory control is by perpetual records, in order for the final
balances to reflect true values. However, it may be advisable at times to
make the inventory count and the related ledger adjustments during a vacation
period or other shut-down preceding the year's end. Itiere this is done,
written approval must be obtained in advance from the division. Obtain ap
proval by submitting annual form Uk, Statement of Inventory Planning, at least
one month before the beginning of count.
The instructions for making the October 31 count and for making the
annual entries to establish related ledger balances will apply regardless of
the date of the count.
During the period following the count, extra care is required in pre-
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paring entries affecting inventory accounts, to ensure that all receipts and
dispositions are accounted for and that the entries are complete and correct.
At the end of the fiscal year, it will again be necessary to make the usual
annual entries adjusting the ledger to October 31 balances, except for the
correcting entry resulting from valuation of the count.
There may be special conditions warranting deviations from the minimum
requirements defined for physical counting. Before adopting such deviations,
whether of a temporary cr permanent nature, approval by the corporate comptrol
ler is required. Obtain this approval through the division, by providing
three copies of a letter containing complete explanations of the special con
ditions and the deviations requested.
The preceding instructions specifically cover inventories of regular
products that are carried in the regular inventory accounts. However, there
will be special inventories carried in job orders cohering manufacture for
outsiders and for government defense contracts. Also, there will be invent
ories carried in accounts such as 226, Office Supplies Suspense, and 250,
Postage Purchased. The final balances carried in these accounts are subject
to similar annual verifications.
Corporate management needs assurance that adequate safeguards and con
trols are consistently employed in the counting of inventories and that the
methods used have been reviewed and approved by the division comptroller prior
to the counting period. Annual form kh is a report summarizing the program
for determining inventory quantities and bears approvals certifying that the
methods to be used are in keeping with corporate requirements. The form
. should include the following information regarding the inventory to be counted
and the methods to be used in determining the quantities as of October 31.
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Inventory Classes - Report separately on the principal classes of in
ventory for which there will be October 31 balances. As a minimum, give
details for each ledger account. Give subdivisions of the accounts by broad
classes where necessary to explain adequately the different bases for deter
mining the quantities covered by the account.
Estimated Cost of Inventory at October 31 - For each class of inventory,
report the total estimated balance to be carried in the related account at
October 31. Rough approximations will suffice because the basic purpose of
the form is to portray the plans for determining quantities in inventories.
Also give the estimated amount of that inventory to be counted during the
current year and the percent counted to the total for the class, based on
year-end quantities.
Counting Period - Where the class of inventory icill be counted 100 per
cent, give the beginning and ending date of the counting period. wftiere the
class is counted on a continuous basis, give the term of the cycle established
for counting all items in the class. Explain any different basis under comments.
Perpetual Records - Indicate by yes or no whether the class of inventory
is covered by perpetual records.
Basis of October 31 Extensions - Indicate for each class of inventory,
by the words in parenthesis, whether the October 31 valuation will be based on
extension of quantities in perpetual book records (records), on extension of
the quantities physically counted at year-end (count), or on final general
ledger balance (ledger).
Comments - Give any additional information that will help to explain
the counting method used for each class and the basis for determining the in
ventory valuation. Be as specific and informative as possible, making a
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footnote or attaching a letter of explanation if necessary. Give the reason
for change, if the basis differs from the preceding year. Give the date
of the last complete count if a class is only partially counted during the
year. Explain any case where inventory valuation will be based on other
than an extension of the quantities counted or shown in perpetual inventory
records. Explain any deviations from basic requirements that were authorized
by the corporate comptroller and give reference to the letter of authorization.
Approvals - After plans for the count and valuation have been established
and summarized in form kh, the works auditor or comptroller and the works man
ager should approve the copies to be distributed. After receipt, the division
comptroller will approve the forms, sending copies for further review to Cor
porate Accounting - Records and to Haskins and Sells. You will be advised if
any portion of the program is unacceptable.
Distribution and Due Date - Send three copies of form hh to the division
not later than September 1 or at least one month in advance of any general
physical counting period, if earlier.
Products shipped to your operation by another operation for a combination
export shipment should be excluded from the inventory count. These products
will have been invoiced to the Overseas Division which will account for the
inventory. For this purpose, prepare annual form 59, listing the quantity,
kind, code, and description of the items. If there is nothing to report,
provide a form 59 marked "no inventory."




A SUMMATION OF THJii FINDINGS
The main purpose of this thesis or report was to show or explain,
through an abridged procedure survey, what methods or procedures the Inter
national Harvester Company uses in its accounting system. That is, what
type of accounting system proper does it have? What procedures or methods
are used in its sales and cash-collecting system, its purchase and payment
system, its timekeeping and payroll system, and, finally, its production
and cost system?
The accounting system proper is well organized. The classification
of accounts is arranged and coded in such a tray that management can easily
prepare reports and statements monthly and annually. Also, the classifica
tion of accounts is arranged in such a way that it gives maximum internal
control over the company's operations, transactions and assets.
Also, with respect to the accounting system proper, the ledgers, jour
nals and business papers are very well organized. The ledgers and journals
are standardized. The business papers provide a uniform means of trans
mitting important information.
The sales and cash-collecting system is very explicit and under control,
That is to say, the sales order procedure, the shipping order procedure, the
billing procedure, the sales distribution procedures, the accounts receivable
procedure, the cash receipts and credit control procedure are plainly ex
plained in the accounting manuals, and they are strictly followed by the
responsible employees.
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This is also true of the purchase and payment system, the timekeeping
and payroll system, and the production and cost system.
The accounting manual, of which the International Harvester Company
has several, contains the established procedures used in the accounting sys
tem. For example, the accounting manual of manufacturing operations explains
the procedures to be followed during the operations, such as purchase of mat
erial, cost of work-in-process, cost of finished goods, and the storage goods;
on the other hand, the accounting manual of sales operations deals mainly
with the sales of the finished goods, the collection of accounts receivable,
the collection and receiving of cash, and the depositing of cash ixi the bank.
The above mentioned accounting manuals only explain the procedures that
should be followed at the works of the International Harvester Company, but
what kind of accounting manual is used at the general or head office? The
answer is none. The personnel at the head office is mostly managerial.
That is, most of the people formulate the policies or procedures that are writ
ten in the manuals of operations and sales.
But although not written in any accounting manual (instruction notebook),
the people at the head office have certain methods or ways of handling various
monthly and annual reports that are sent to them by the different works.
Overall, the International Harvester Company, a vast company that is com
posed of seven divisions in the United States, one division in Canada, and
thirty different subsidiaries outside of the United States, is an efficient,
highly organized and profitable company. This, in part, is a reflection of
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